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Summary

This review paper discusses the status of strain sensing technology for high temperature applications. Technologies covered are those supported by NASA such as required for applications in hypersonic vehicles and engines, advanced subsonic engines, as well as material and structure development. The applications may be at temperatures of 540 °C (1000 °F) to temperatures in excess of 1400 °C (2500 °F). The most promising technologies at present are the resistance strain gage and remote sensing schemes. Resistance strain gages discussed include the BCL gage, the LaRC compensated gage, and the PdCr gage. Remote sensing schemes such as laser based speckle strain measurement, phase-shifting interferometry and x-ray extensometry will be discussed. Present status and limitations of these technologies are presented.

Introduction

High temperature strain measurements are needed for engine testing and for airframe structure testing. Strain measurements in the hot section of gas turbine engines are routinely difficult because of high temperatures and the harsh environment. Temperatures in excess of 1000 °C (1800 °F) are common in present commercial engines. Strain measurements in advanced subsonic engines and ramjet and scramjet engines for hypersonic vehicles promise to be even more challenging owing to higher temperatures. Airframe structures and test panels of advanced aircraft such as the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) are expected to see temperatures comparable to or less than those of present commercial engines. Stagnation temperatures on leading edges of titanium matrix composites (TMC) structures may approach 800 °C (1500 °F). Materials for all these programs must be developed and tested in the laboratory at use temperatures with strain sensing techniques. However, all these temperatures are difficult for strain sensing techniques.

At these higher temperatures no commercial static strain sensing technology is available. Commercial resistance strain gages do not demonstrate repeatable resistance values at elevated temperatures in excess of about 400 °C (750 °F). The resistance of a strain gage must be independent of the time at temperature, that is, drift free. No reliable remote strain measurement technique has been sufficiently demonstrated for commercial application. The following is a discussion of the technology being addressed by NASA for programs such as the NASP.

Resistance Strain Gages

Resistance strain gage strain measurement is accomplished by measuring the fractional change in resistance $\Delta R/R$ of a material such as a fine wire or thin film. The magnitude of $\Delta R/R$ is proportional to strain as given by

$$ \frac{\Delta R}{R_0} = \Delta \varepsilon G $$

where $\Delta \varepsilon$ is the applied strain and $G$ is the gage factor. The change in resistance is caused by the piezoresistive and size variation effects of the gage material. Unfortunately, the resistance of gage material is also sensitive to the rate of change in temperature $T$, and often, time $t$, when the gage is at elevated temperatures.

For high temperature strain gages, the change in resistance with $T$ and $t$ is difficult to control. Because the effect can be much larger than that from strain alone, the additional effect must be subtracted. The operative equation is

$$ \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{true strain}} = \left[ \left( \frac{\Delta R_{\varepsilon,T,t}}{R_0} \right) - \left( \frac{\Delta R_{T,t}}{R_0} \right) \right] / G $$

The first term represents the measured or total strain and the second term represents the apparent strain also called thermal output. The apparent strain must be used to correct the measured strain to obtain the true strain. The correction may be difficult if the apparent strain is large compared to the true strain or is imprecisely known. It is for this reason that most commercial strain gages are limited in application to less than 400 °C.

In Figure 1 we show the apparent strain as a function of temperature for four high temperature resistant strain gages which are being developed. These four gages are the most promising high temperature gages because they have some of the more desirable characteristics. The Chinese 700 °C and
the PdCr alloy gages are temperature compensated. Other characteristics include relatively stable resistance and freedom from oxidation. However, these gages are not without difficulty. As can be seen in Figure 1 there is significant apparent strain for three of the gage materials; Chinese 700 °C, Kanthal A-1, and BCL. For typical applications of measurement of 2000με (microstrain) for example, the large magnitude of the apparent strain on the order of several thousand makes accurate subtraction difficult. It is for this reason that present research is toward developing compensation schemes to reduce or eliminate the apparent strain. Furthermore, if the temperature is not precisely known then any error in the temperature measurement will result in an error in the apparent strain value which is used in the subtraction.

The apparent strain is also related to the differences in temperature coefficient of expansion (TCE) between the substrate material or test material and that of the gage material. Palladium chrome (PdCr) has low apparent strain after compensation. The compensation technique used for PdCr and the Chinese 700 °C minimizes the effect of TCE differences. However, because PdCr has a linear temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) its apparent strain can be more nearly eliminated than that of Chinese 700 °C. The Chinese 700 °C alloy and other FeCrAl based gages, such as Kanthal A-1 and BCL, have very nonlinear TCR's.

This situation is further complicated by the addition of a time variation or drift of the apparent strain curves of FeCrAl gages. This drift magnitude can be several thousand microstrain in a few hours. Therefore, knowledge of the apparent strain curve may be of limited value if it is not reliable and is not thoroughly repeatable. Other complications for many strain gages are the unfortunate problem for FeCrAl gages of a variation of apparent strain with heating and cooling rates. Differences in cooling at 10 °C per minute or 1 °C per minute may result in significant shifts of the apparent strain value at room temperature.

The following is a discussion of the three most promising gages being developed under the NASP program. BCL is a standard gage which is being developed by NASA Ames Dryden Flight Research Facility. A new gage design by NASA Langley Research Center is referred to as the LaRC compensated gage. The gage material selected for the LaRC compensated gage is an FeCrAl material, as is the BCL gage. Finally, the PdCr gage is being developed at NASA Lewis Research Center.

BCL

BCL is an FeCrAl based alloy which was originally developed by Battelle Columbus Laboratories under NASA Langley contract a number of years ago (refs. 1-3) (fig. 2). The apparent strain of a prestabilized (at 1050 °C (1925 °F)) gage is fairly retraceable between 700 °C (1200 °F) and 1040 °C (1900 °F). At lower temperatures zero shifts confuse the gage's use. The zero shifts at lower temperatures prevent the comparison of the gage's output with one heat up cycle with that of the following cool down cycle. However, the subsequent heat up cycle follows or retraces the previous cool down. Therefore the large apparent strain with temperature and zero shifts has made its application difficult.

Presently, NASA Dryden is developing this gage with compensation. Figure 3 shows a variation of the original BCL gage using a platinum compensator resistor fabricated into the center of the grid. The effect of this type of compensation is to rotate the apparent strain curve in figure 2 so that the end point, that is the high temperature apparent strain, is lower and closer to the starting value (fig. 4). It does not correct for TCE differences. This results in apparent strain compensation at room temperature and at high temperature. However, there is still significant apparent strain variation between the room temperature and maximum use temperature. Studies are also

Figure 1. — Apparent strain versus temperature for four high temperature resistance strain gage materials. PdCr gage factor 1.3, others 2.0.

Figure 2. — Average apparent strain versus temperature for BCL gage. Note that the anchor point at high temperature does not prevent apparent strain variation at low temperature. (Used by permission of M.M. Lemcocc, PRC, Inc.)

Figure 4.
The need for gage compensation has resulted in a new gage design at NASA Langley (ref. 7). This compensation technique utilizes two strain gages in one gage system. One gage is firmly attached to the material and measures the strain, while a second gage is free from the substrate material, and therefore, in theory, only senses the temperature in the region but not the strain. (fig. 5) The gages are then attached in a half bridge arrangement in adjacent arms. As long as the temperature coefficient of expansion of the substrate materials, or test article, and the gage material are similar then the apparent strain variation can be made quite small.

Figure 6 shows the installation of this gage on an IN750 coupon. The gage material selected for this demonstration was the 800 °C Chinese alloy developed at Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (ref. 8). Other alloys could be used as well. Many of the difficulties experienced with gages of nonlinear TCR materials are overcome by the gage design. The apparent strain variation as a function of temperature is shown in figure 7. Three consecutive runs were recorded. The apparent strain variation is small. The repeatability from cycle to cycle is quite good. The separation between the curves is artificially induced so the reproducibility can be easily demonstrated.

Figure 8 shows the apparent strain of this gage mounted on a TMC coupon and cycled to 760 °C (1400 °F). The apparent strain variation is as large as 5000με but is reproducible to within 200με. The increase in apparent strain magnitude in figure 8 compared to figure 7 is a result of the TCE difference between the gage and the substrate material. The TCE of FeCrAl more nearly matches that of IN750, than that of TMC.
PdCr Gage

PdCr gage has been developed at United Technologies Research Center for NASA Lewis Research Center with further refinements at NASA Lewis. The gage material is palladium and 13% (weight percent) chromium. This alloy was selected as a result of an exhaustive study (ref. 9) as having the most stable electrical properties among a number of alloys studied. The gage itself is fabricated with PdCr and a Pt compensating element (ref. 10). The gage and the compensator wires are both 1 mil in diameter with 3 mil PdCr lead wires (fig. 9). This gage is connected in a half bridge arrangement with the compensator and ballast resistor in an adjacent arm of the bridge. This ballast resistor can be adjusted so that the gage can be compensated in such a way that the effect of the TCE mismatch between the gage material and the substrate is essentially eliminated. This technique also minimizes the large apparent strain associated with any gage material, but is successful only when the gage material has a linear resistance versus temperature curve.

The apparent strain variation versus temperature is given in figure 10. The apparent strain variation is about 1000με and cycle to cycle variation of less than 200 up to 1470 °F. As utilized in the present arrangement the wire is annealed before
installation to eliminate the need for thermal processing on the part and allowing first cycle data to be recorded. If the gage is stabilized on the test piece, a smaller apparent strain variation is possible.

A weldable version of this gage has been tested on TMC (fig. 11) and IN100 materials. The apparent strain versus temperature for the IN100 mounted gage is essentially the same as that of the directly mounted gage. The situation is more complex with the TMC material. The apparent strain on TMC up to 650 °C (1200 °F) is similar to that on IN100, while above this temperature the apparent strain curves show significant hysteresis (fig. 12). The material was found to be permanently warped because of the temperature cycles.

Remote Strain Sensing Schemes

Remote strain measurement techniques have been investigated for many years due to their promise of advancements over resistance strain gages (ref. 11). The ability to measure strain by a technique which is noncontacting and nondestructive to the work piece is a major advancement in strain sensing technology. The maximum strain level measurable with a resistance strain gage is determined by the elastic properties of the strain gage or installation. Remote strain measurement, however, may be used into the plastic range of the test material. While resistance strain gages measure strain over a small area, in some cases optical techniques may be full field, that is measure the strain over the entire surface of the specimen. A resistance strain gage's output has to be corrected for apparent strain. Remote strain measurement systems also measure the thermal strain of the test material structure which then must be subtracted. However, at constant temperature there is no thermal effect or apparent strain which must be subtracted for both remote and resistance strain measurement systems.

High temperature remote strain sensing techniques are not without great difficulties. For many optical techniques the blackbody radiation from the specimen can mask the optical signal to be measured. Some remote strain sensing schemes require that a pattern or fiducial marks be attached to the surface or even notches cut into the test piece. Fabricating these can be complicated and in application of high temperatures the patterns and marks may be destroyed. The attachment of markers and/or grids sometimes requires modification of the surface. Modifications are usually discouraged or not permitted for some specimens such as composite materials. In addition to these problems, convection currents at the hot surface of the specimen may prevent maintaining the optical signal fidelity as the light interacts with the surface.

Advances in electronic computing, computer codes and optical and x-ray based components have made possible advances in remote strain sensing schemes. Three approaches have been selected for development by NASA Lewis Research Center. These are: the laser speckle strain measurement system, phase-shifting holographic interferometry with Case Western Reserve University, and x-ray extensometry at the University of Connecticut. The following is a description of each of these techniques.
Figure 12. — Apparent strain vs temperature characteristics of a weldable wire gage during (a) two thermal cycles to 1200 °F, (b) two thermal cycles to 1300 °F and (c) three thermal cycles to 1420 °F. The gage is welded on a 0.025" thick TMC coupon. (Used by permission of J.-F. Lei, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

Laser Speckle Strain Measurements

Laser speckle strain measurement techniques for high temperature applications are being developed at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The concept is based on Yamaguchi’s two-beam speckle strain measurement concept (ref. 12). This system automatically corrects for rigid body motion (ref. 13). The optical system is shown in figure 13. The system consists of an argon ion laser which can be alternately switched between an upper path and a lower path. Both the upper and lower paths of the beam intersect the specimen at an angle less than 45°. The spot size where the two beams intersect determines the gage length, typically less than one millimeter.

The interaction of the two beams produces a speckled pattern which is recorded by a charge couple device (CCD) array camera. The speckle pattern consists of bright and dark areas as a result of constructive and destructive interference respectively at the specimen surface. The speckle pattern is related to the unique features on the specimen surface. If the surface were perfectly reflecting or specular no such speckled pattern would be formed. It is the imperfections on the surface that result in a speckled pattern, therefore no special surface preparation is required. As the specimen is strained the speckled pattern shifts following the deformation of the surface.

The out of plane motion or rigid body motion is eliminated by utilizing the two-beam approach. Starting with the upper beam, the process goes as follows: the upper beam specklegram is recorded, the lower beam specklegram is recorded, the specimen is strained, the upper beam for the strain specimen is recorded and finally the lower beam strain specimen is recorded. The autocorrelation between the upper beam unstrained and strained specklegram is then calculated. The autocorrelation between the lower beam strain and unstrained specklegram is calculated. The difference in those two autocorrelation peak shifts is used to calculate the strain in the surface.

Figure 13. — Laser speckle strain measurement optical system. (Used by permission of C.T. Lant, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)
The speckle system has been demonstrated to measure the same strain levels as a resistance strain gage mounted on the opposite side of the specimen from the laser beam interaction. In figure 14 the resistant strain gage tracks very closely to the laser speckle strain system. The vertical shift is a result of the starting point for the two systems. Figure 15 shows the two principal strains for a two-dimensional strain measurement system measured with the specimen at 700 °C (1300 °F). The ratio of the two strain modula gives Poisson’s ratio which is within the acceptable value of the materials measured.

A system based on this concept is being built which measures the strain in a fiber. Strain in tungsten fibers as small as 76µm has been measured. Also 150µm diameter saphikon fibers and 140µm diameter silicon carbide fibers have been measured. At present the fiber work has been limited to room temperature.

The laser speckle strain measurement system has been demonstrated in a tensile mode for tensile specimens up to some 700 °C. There is no physical reason why this system could not measure strain in specimens to considerably higher temperatures. Stable speckle patterns have been demonstrated to 2500 °C (4500 °F) on a tungsten filament mounted in a light bulb. The light bulb prevented convection currents from the specimen from disrupting the optical path. The data in figure 15 at 700 °C was recorded with a specimen inside an enclosure with a glass plate window which limited airflow over the specimen. Plans are for even higher temperature measurements. These systems have a typical strain resolution of about 15µm and can be used in the plastic region. However, this concept may be limited to a point measurement of strain.

**Phase-shifting Interferometry**

Phase-shifting interferometry is a remote measurement technique for whole specimen strain or displacement fields. It has been demonstrated at NASA Lewis Research Center, (refs. 14 and 15) with Case Western Reserve University. Phase-shifting interferometry is more properly called vector displacement phase shifting holographic interferometry, since it tracks the direction and magnitude of displacement of a surface. Phase-shifting interferometry is a technique similar to conventional holographic arrangement and therefore the optical system is similar (fig. 16). The fundamental differences between these two approaches is in the modulation of the reference beam and the recording of the intensity pattern with a CCD camera rather than the recording of a hologram. However, for ease of use a hologram is recorded and used as a reference. It includes a laser, spatial filters for both the object and reference beam, a beam splitter, and mirrors.

The phase shifting of the reference beam is accomplished with a piezoelectric translator driving the reference beam mirror under microcomputer control. The intensity pattern is measured with a CCD camera located after the hologram and converted to a digital signal by a frame grabbing board in the

![Figure 14](image14.png)  
**Figure 14.** Room temperature comparison with resistance strain gage. (Used by permission of C.T. Lant, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

![Figure 15](image15.png)  
**Figure 15.** Two dimensional strain measurement at 700 °C. (Used by permission of C.T. Lant, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

![Figure 16](image16.png)  
**Figure 16.** Optical arrangement for the phase-shifting interferometry system for one camera operation. (Used by permission of B. Ovryn, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)
microcomputer. The CCD camera records the intensity image for a given reference mirror position. The phase information is determined by comparing images for different mirror positions. The phase difference information for the two stress states of the specimen is used to derive whole field strain.

To date a two dimensional system has been demonstrated. Extension measurements have been made to 5nm corresponding to strain levels as small as a few microstrain (figs. 17 and 18). This was accomplished at temperatures of 600 °C (1100 °F). At these temperatures there was almost no problems associated with convection currents, therefore it is believed that measurements at much higher temperatures are possible. The test temperature was limited by the laboratory hardware and no physical limitation has been identified.

While the technique was demonstrated for two dimensional displacements, adapting the concept to three dimensions is straightforward. This concept is the most promising of all remote systems for full field measurements.

X-Ray Extensometry

X-ray extensometry is a completely new concept in the remote strain sensing field (ref. 16). It can be used on test articles at high temperatures and in hostile environments such as in the presence of airborne particles. Convection currents, smoke, flame, and other materials which might block or distort the path for optical systems present no problem for x-ray based measurements.

The x-ray extensometer system (fig. 19) consists of an x-ray source, a bent crystal which focuses the x-ray beam into a narrow line beam and a fluorescing target or two which is attached to the specimen. A detector is placed in front of the specimen which measures secondary x-rays from the fluorescing target. The bent crystal travels through an arc whose center is at the x-ray source. This causes the x-ray line image to scan over the fluorescing target. As the image begins to pass over the target the secondary x-rays intensity increases linearly until the image is completely on the target (fig. 20) where the number of the secondary x-rays is constant.

The system can be utilized to measure strain in a material by measuring the magnitude of the width between the rising and falling of the secondary x-ray counts. In this way the system is utilized either as an extensometer or as a strain gage if one knows the separation between target edges. The gage length is determined by the spacing between fluorescing targets or the spacing between the ends of one fluorescing target. This technique has been demonstrated to measure displacement on the order of 1.25μm and with strain resolution of 25με. With improved signals, a factor of ten improvements are possible.

While the original demonstration utilizes targets attached to the test article, the system can be completely noncontacting. The only requirement is a variation in x-ray emitter on the surface. This may be accomplished by addition of or removal of material. It does not appear possible to modify the concept to make full field measurements.

Figure 17.—Optical arrangement for the two camera phase-shifting interferometry system. (Used by permission of B. Ovryn, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

Figure 18.—Displacement plot versus pixel number of the camera. (Used by permission of B. Ovryn, Sverdrup Technology, Inc.)

Figure 19.—Schematic view of a typical x-ray displacement measuring system. (Used by permission of H. Canistraro, University of Connecticut.)
Conclusions

This paper reviewed the status of the six most promising high temperature strain sensors and systems. Three of these are resistance strain gages and three are remote techniques. Of the remote schemes two are optical and one x-ray based. The limitations of strain gages are a result of the lack of stability of strain gage alloys at high temperatures and large apparent strain. The PdCr gage and a new gage design called the LaRC compensated gage are addressing this problem. The BCL gage is being tested now as a compensated gage to reduce apparent strain. Every application of any gage on a different material still requires that a new apparent strain curve be recorded.

The development of remote strain sensing has promised many advancements and now some of those advancements are being realized. Remote techniques are moving from the laboratory into the test cell. Progress for optical techniques has been slow, since each concept requires significant software application, but uniform. Laser speckle is a point strain measurement concept usable to high temperature such as in a luminous flame.
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